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Abstract

Overload control mechanisms such as admission control and connection differentiation have proven effective for pre-
venting overload of application servers running secure web applications. However, achieving optimal results in overload
prevention is only possible when some kind of resource management is considered in addition to these mechanisms.

In this paper we propose an overload control strategy for secure web applications that brings together dynamic provi-
sioning of platform resources and admission control based on secure socket layer (SSL) connection differentiation.
Dynamic provisioning enables additional resources to be allocated to an application on demand to handle workload
increases, while the admission control mechanism avoids the server’s performance degradation by dynamically limiting
the number of new SSL connections accepted and preferentially serving resumed SSL connections (to maximize perfor-
mance on session-based environments) while additional resources are being provisioned.

Our evaluation demonstrates the benefit of our proposal for efficiently managing the resources and preventing server
overload on a 4-way multiprocessor Linux hosting platform, especially when the hosting platform is fully overloaded.
� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent times, e-commerce applications have
become commonplace in current web sites. In these
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applications, all the information that is confidential
or has market value must be carefully protected
when transmitted over the open Internet. Security
between network nodes over the Internet is tradi-
tionally provided using HTTPS [1]. With HTTPS,
which is based on using HTTP over SSL (secure
socket layer [2]), you can perform mutual authenti-
cation of both the sender and receiver of messages
and ensure message confidentiality. Although pro-
viding these security capabilities does not introduce
.
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a new degree of complexity in web applications
structure, it increases remarkably the computation
time needed to serve a connection, due to the use
of cryptographic techniques, becoming a CPU-
intensive workload.

At the same time, current sites are subject to
enormous variations in demand, often in an unpre-
dictable fashion, including flash crowds that cannot
be easily processed. For this reason, the servers that
host the sites can encounter situations with a large
number of concurrent clients. Dealing with these sit-
uations and/or with workloads that demand high
computational power (for instance secure work-
loads) can lead a server to overload (i.e. the volume
of requests for content at a site temporarily exceeds
the capacity for serving it and renders the site unus-
able). During overload conditions, the response
times may grow to unacceptable levels, and exhaus-
tion of resources may cause the server to behave
erratically or even crash, causing denial of services.
In e-commerce applications, which are heavily reli-
ant on security, such server behavior could translate
to sizable revenue loss.

Overload prevention is a critical goal so that a
system can remain operational in the presence of
overload even when the incoming request rate is
several times greater than the system’s capacity.
At the same time it should be able to serve the max-
imum number of requests during such overload,
while maintaining the response times at acceptable
levels.

Additionally, in many web sites, especially in e-
commerce, most of the applications are session-
based. A session contains temporally and logically
related request sequences from the same client. Ses-
sion integrity is a critical metric in e-commerce. For
an online retailer, the higher the number of sessions
completed, the higher the amount of revenue that is
likely to be generated. The same statement cannot
be made about individual request completions. Ses-
sions that are broken or delayed at some critical
stages, like checkout and shipping, could mean loss
of revenue to the web site. Sessions have distinguish-
able features from individual requests that compli-
cate the overload control. For this reason, simple
admission control techniques that work on a per
request basis, such as limiting the number of threads
in the server or suspending the listener thread dur-
ing overload periods, may lead to a large number
of broken or incomplete sessions when the system
is overloaded (despite the fact that they can help
to prevent server overload).
Taking into account these considerations, several
techniques have been proposed to deal with over-
load, such as admission control, request scheduling,
service differentiation, service degradation, and
resource management. All of them have proven to
be effective at preventing overload to a certain
extend. For instance, in our previous work [3], we
have demonstrated the benefit of using admission
control based on SSL connection differentiation to
prevent the overload of application servers running
secure web applications. However, our following
research indicates that some kind of dynamic
resource management must be considered in addi-
tion to admission control for achieving optimal
results in overload prevention. The reasoning for
this is two fold.

Firstly, due to the variability of web workloads,
it is desirable that web applications are able to
increase their capacity dynamically by allocating
more resources in order to deal with extreme over-
loads. Secondly, web applications typically run on
hosting platforms that rent their resources to them.
Application owners pay for platform resources, and
in return, the application is provided with guaran-
tees on resource availability and QoS. The hosting
platform is responsible for providing sufficient
resources to each application to meet its workload,
or at least to satisfy the agreed QoS. Previous liter-
ature [4–6] has demonstrated that this is better
accomplished by dynamically reallocating resources
among hosted applications according to the varia-
tions in their workloads instead of statically over-
provisioning resources. In this way, better resource
utilization can be achieved and the system can react
to unexpected workload increases.

According to this, in this paper, we propose a
global overload control strategy for secure web
applications that brings together admission control
based on SSL connection differentiation and
dynamic provisioning of platform resources in order
to adapt to changing workloads while avoiding the
QoS degradation. We have implemented a global
resource manager for a Linux hosting platform that
distributes the available resources among the appli-
cation servers running on it. These servers incorpo-
rate self-management facilities that adapt the
accepted load to the assigned resources by using
an admission control mechanism. All the process
is transparent to the final user. Although our imple-
mentation targets the Tomcat [7] application server,
the proposed overload control strategy can be
applied on any other server.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents some experiments for motivating our
work. Section 3 details the implementation of the
different components of our overload control strat-
egy. Section 4 describes the experimental environ-
ment used in our evaluation. Section 5 presents
the evaluation results of our overload control strat-
egy. Section 6 describes the related work and finally,
Section 7 presents the conclusions of this paper.

2. Motivation and contributions

2.1. Motivating experiments

In this section, we will justify the convenience of
integrating dynamic resource provisioning with
admission control using two experiments, which
consist of the execution of two application servers
(Tomcat 1 and Tomcat 2) running secure web appli-
cations for 90 minutes in a 4-way Linux hosting
platform. In the first experiment, two processors
are statically assigned to each server. In the second
one, there is not any static allocation of processors.
In this case, the default Linux scheduler is responsi-
ble for dynamically distributing the available pro-
Fig. 1. Incoming workload (top) and achieved throughput of two Tom
and static resource provisioning (middle) and Linux default dynamic r
cessors between the two servers according to its
scheduling policy. In both cases, the admission con-
trol mechanism described in [3] is used.

Fig. 1 shows the results obtained for these two
experiments. Each application server has a variable
input load over time, which is shown in the top part
of the figure representing the number of new ses-
sions per second initiated with the server as a func-
tion of the time (in seconds). The figure also shows
the throughput achieved by each server as a func-
tion of the time when running with static processor
allocation (middle) and with dynamic processor
allocation (bottom), in a way that can be easily cor-
related with the input load.

These experiments confirm that dynamic resource
provisioning allows exploiting the resources more
efficiently. For example, as shown in Fig. 1 in the
zone labeled B (between 1800 s and 2400 s), Tomcat

1 achieves higher throughput with dynamic provi-
sioning (bottom) rather than with static one (middle)
(150 vs. 110 replies/s), while Tomcat 2 achieves the
same throughput in both cases. This occurs because
when using static resource provisioning Tomcat 1 is
under-provisioned (it has less processors allocated
than needed to handle its incoming workload) while
cat instances in a 4-way hosting platform with admission control
esource provisioning (bottom).
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Tomcat 2 is over-provisioned (it has more processors
allocated than needed to handle its incoming work-
load), denoting an inefficient processor distribution.
On the other side, using dynamic resource provision-
ing allows the processors not used by Tomcat 2 to be
used by Tomcat 1.

As commented before, in these motivation exper-
iments we use the admission control mechanism
proposed in [3] to avoid the throughput degradation
occurred when secure web applications are under-
provisioned, as described in [8]. This mechanism
limits the accepted load for each server so that it
can be handled with the processors assigned to that
server. When using static resource provisioning, the
servers can easily determine the number of proces-
sors that they have allocated, because this is a fixed
number (e.g. two in our experiment). However,
when using dynamic resource provisioning, the serv-
ers cannot accurately apply the admission control
mechanism because they do not have information
about the number of processors assigned to them
in a given moment (this number varies over time).
In this case, the admission control mechanism
becomes useless, neutralizing its benefit in prevent-
ing the throughput degradation occurred when
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From these experiments, we can conclude that, in
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vent web applications overload in hosting platforms
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to be allocated to an application on demand to han-
dle workload increases, while the admission control
mechanism maintains the QoS of admitted requests
by turning away excess requests and preferentially
serving preferred clients (to maximize the generated
revenue) while additional resources are being
provisioned.

Fig. 2 shows a diagram describing our overload
control strategy. It is based on a global processor man-
ager, called eDragon CPU Manager (ECM), responsi-
ble for periodically distributing the available resources
(i.e. processors1) among the different applications run-
ning in a hosting platform applying a given policy
(which can consider e-business indicators).

Our approach includes enabling self-management
capabilities on the applications, allowing them to
cooperate with the ECM to efficiently manage the
processors and prevent the applications overloading.
This cooperation includes bi-directional communi-
cation. On one side, the applications periodically
request from the ECM the number of processors
needed to handle their incoming load while avoiding
degradation of the QoS. We define the number of
processors requested by application i as Ri. On the
other side, the ECM can be requested at any time
by the applications to inform them about their pro-
cessor assignments. We define the number of proces-
sors allocated to application i as Ai.

Given the number of processors assigned to
them, the applications can apply an admission con-
trol mechanism to limit the number of admitted
requests; accepting only those that can be served
with the allocated processors without degrading
their QoS. The admission control mechanism is
based on SSL connection differentiation depending
on if the SSL connection reuses an existing SSL con-
nection on the server or not. Prioritizing resumed
SSL connections maximizes the number of sessions
successfully completed, allowing e-commerce sites
based on SSL to increase the number of transactions
completed, and thereby generating more revenue.

3. Overload control strategy

3.1. eDragon CPU Manager

The eDragon CPU Manager (ECM) is responsi-
ble for the distribution of processors among appli-
1 Since we focus on secure workloads, which are CPU-
intensive, our resource provisioning strategy only considers
processors.
cations in the hosting platform. The ECM is
implemented as a user-level process that periodically
wakes up at a fixed time quantum, defined as kECM

and with a value of 2 s in the current prototype,
examines the current requests of the applications
and distributes processors according to a scheduling
policy. Using a user-level process avoids the direct
modification of the native kernel in order to show
the usefulness of the proposed environment.

The choice of a particular time quantum depends
on the desired responsiveness from the system. We
have chosen a small value in order to achieve a sys-
tem that is able to react to unexpected workload
changes in a very short time. Values in the same
order of magnitude as current kECM will provide sim-
ilar performance results and system responsiveness.

The communication between the ECM and the
applications is implemented using a shared memory
region. We have defined a new Java class, which
contains the following Java methods for calling,
through the Java Native Interface (JNI) [9], the
ECM services for requesting and consulting
processors:

� cpus_assigned(): returns the current number
of processors allocated to the calling application i
ðAiÞ.
� cpus_request(num): the calling application i

requests to the ECM num processors ðRiÞ.
3.1.1. ECM scheduling policy

Traditionally, resource allocation policies have
considered conventional performance metrics such
as the response time, throughput, and availability.
However, the metrics that are of utmost importance
to the management of an e-commerce site are reve-
nue and profits and should be incorporated when
designing policies [10]. For this reason, the ECM
can implement policies which consider conventional
performance metrics as well as incorporating e-busi-
ness indicators.

As an example, we have implemented a simple
but effective policy in order to demonstrate the effi-
ciency of our overload prevention strategy. Policies
that are more complex (see Related Work) can be
incorporated to the ECM, though the ECM does
not offer a user interface to update the policy at
the moment. Nevertheless, the code of the ECM
has been developed with this possibility in mind,
and for this reason, the implementation of the
sample policy is encapsulated within a single func-
tion. According to this, changing the policy should
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be as easy as replacing this function with a new one
implementing the desired policy.

Our sample policy considers an e-business indica-
tor in the form of customers of different priority clas-
ses (such as Gold, Silver, or Bronze). The priority
class P i indicates a customer domain’s priority in
relation to other customer domains. It is expected
that high priority customers will receive preferential
service with respect to low priority customers. In our
policy, at every sampling interval kECM, each applica-
tion i receives a number of processors ðAiðkECMÞÞ
that is proportional to its request ðRiðkECMÞÞ and to
the application’s priority class ðP iÞ according to the
following equation, where NCpus is the number of
processors in the hosting platform:

AiðkECMÞ ¼ Round
P i � RiðkECMÞ �NCpusPN

j¼1P j � RjðkECMÞ

" #
: ð1Þ

The scheduling policy should also allow the highest
resource utilization to be achieved in the hosting
platform. Our proposal to accomplish this with
the ECM is based on sharing processors among
the applications under certain conditions (minimiz-
ing the impact on application isolation). The current
policy will decide to share a processor from applica-
tion i to application j if the processor distribution
policy has assigned application i all the processors
it requested and the number of processors assigned
to application j is lower than the number it re-
quested. Notice that, in this situation, it is possible
that a fraction of a processor allocated to applica-
tion i is not used, for example, if application i needs
2.5 processors, its processor request ðRiÞ will be 3. If
the ECM allocates 3 processors to application i, 0.5
of a processor may be not used. With the processor
sharing mechanism, this fraction can be utilized by
the application j.

The current ECM implementation only considers
sharing a processor between two applications with
0.5 processor granularity. In our opinion, this is
enough to show that processor sharing can be an
option to achieve good resource utilization in the
hosting platform. However, we are working on a
finer granularity implementation in which both the
processor requests from the applications and the
processor assignments decided by the ECM con-
sider fractional utilization of the processors.

The processor sharing mechanism can also con-
sider e-business indicators, such as the application’s
priority class. As an example, we have also modified
the ECM policy in order to benefit high priority
applications with respect to low priority applica-
tions when sharing processors. With this modifica-
tion, a processor can only be shared from low
priority applications to high priority applications,
but not the other way around. This allows high pri-
ority applications to achieve higher throughput, but
resource utilization in the hosting platform may be
worse. Detailed results obtained with this modifica-
tion can be found in the evaluation (see the third
multiprogrammed experiment in Section 5.2).

Additionally, the ECM performs the complete
accounting of all the resource allocations decided.
This feature is very valuable in hosting platforms
that earn money from applications depending on
their resource usage, because in this case hosting
platforms need to know exactly how many resources
have been used by each application.

3.1.2. Application isolation

The ECM aims to minimize the interferences
between applications by providing application isola-
tion, that is, given a resource distribution among
applications, an application always achieves the
same performance with that resource allocation
irrespective of the load on other applications. This
is an important issue in shared hosting platforms,
because a malicious or overloaded application could
grab more than its allocated resources, affecting the
performance of other applications.

Our proposal provides application isolation by
limiting the resources consumed by each application
to its reserved amount. This is accomplished in two
complementary ways. First, we consider self-man-
aged applications, which are able to use the admis-
sion control mechanism for limiting their accepted
load so that it can be handled with their assigned pro-
cessors. Second, in order to prevent the possibility
that any application can affect the performance of
the other applications because it does not use the
admission control mechanism, the ECM not only
decides how many processors to assign to each appli-
cation but also which processors. In order to accom-
plish this, the ECM configures the CPU affinity mask
of each application (using the Linux sched_
setaffinity function) so that the processor allo-
cations of the different applications do not overlap
(except when applications share a processor).

3.2. Application components

Our overload control approach includes add-
ing self-managing capabilities to the applications
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running in a hosting platform with ECM. First, the
applications must be able to determine the number
of processors they need to handle their incoming
workload while avoiding QoS degradation, that is
Ri, and provide this value to the ECM. Our pro-
posal achieves this capability by adding a new com-
ponent, called the eDragon Load Monitor (ELM),
within the server that runs each web application
(see Fig. 2). Second, the applications must be able
to adapt their behavior according to the resources
provided by the ECM in order to prevent overload
and in this way maintain the QoS of admitted
requests. This is accomplished by adding another
component, called the eDragon Admission Control
(EAC), within the server that runs each web applica-
tion (see Fig. 2).

Notice that, although we have modified the ser-
ver that runs the applications (not the web applica-
tions), this is only as a proof-of-concept for
demonstrating the feasibility of our proposal. In a
production system, the proposed functionality could
be easily implemented in a proxy, and in this way
avoiding modifying the applications.

Both the ELM and the EAC are active compo-
nents that continuously monitor the incoming SSL
connections reaching the server. The ELM uses
the monitored information to estimate the resource
requirements of the application. The EAC is respon-
sible for deciding on the acceptance of the incoming
SSL connections depending on the allocated
resources. Every sampling interval, the ELM and
the EAC communicate with the ECM in order to
update the resource provisioning depending on the
current application workload. If desired, the ELM
and the EAC can use a different sampling interval
from the ECM. We define this value as kAPL. How-
ever, in the current implementation kECM and kAPL

have the same value (i.e. 2 s).
As shown in Fig. 3, both the ELM and the EAC

are based on the differentiation between new and
resumed SSL connections, which is performed with
the differentiation mechanism described in [3].
When a client establishes a new SSL connection
with the server, a full SSL handshake is negotiated,
including parts that need a great amount of compu-
tation time. On the other hand, when a client estab-
lishes a new HTTP connection with the server but
using an existing SSL connection (it resumes a
SSL connection), a SSL resumed handshake is nego-
tiated. As the SSL session ID is reused, part of the
SSL handshake negotiation can be avoided, consid-
erably reducing the computation time for perform-
ing a resumed SSL handshake. Our measurements
in a 1.4 GHz Xeon machine reveal that the compu-
tational demands of a full SSL handshake and a
resumed SSL handshake are around 175 and 2 ms,
respectively. Notice the big difference existing
between both types of handshake.
3.2.1. eDragon load monitor (ELM)

The ELM continuously monitors the incoming
secure connections to the server and performs
online measurements distinguishing new SSL con-
nections from resumed SSL connections. For every
sampling interval kAPL, the ELM calculates the
number of resumed SSL connections (defined as
OiðkAPLÞ) and the number of new SSL connections
(defined as NiðkAPLÞ) received at application i during
that interval. These measurements consider not only
the accepted connections but all the connections
received.

The average computation time entailed by a
resumed SSL connection (defined as CTOi) and
the average computation time entailed by a new
SSL connection (defined as CTNi) have been mea-
sured using static profiling on the application. Each
measurement includes not only the average compu-
tation time spent in the negotiation of the SSL
handshake, but also the average computation time
spent for generating all the dynamic web content
requested using that connection and the average
computation time spent for SSL encryption/decryp-
tion during the data transferring phase.

Using the previously defined values, at the begin-
ning of every sampling interval kAPL the ELM calcu-
lates RiðkAPLÞ, which is the number of processors
that the application i will need to handle its incom-
ing workload during the interval (kAPL). Then, it
informs the ECM using the cpus_request func-
tion from the communication path between the
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applications and the ECM (as shown in Fig. 3). The
complete equation is as follows:

RiðkAPLÞ ¼
bOiðkAPLÞ � CTOi þ bN iðkAPLÞ � CTNi

kAPL

& ’
:

ð2Þ

Notice that RiðkAPLÞ depends on predicting the num-
ber of new and resumed SSL connections that will
hit the server during the sampling interval kAPL.
The ELM predicts these values from previous obser-
vations using an exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA) with parameter a ¼ 0:7, in order
to prevent sudden spikes in the sample from causing
large reactions in the prediction. The complete
equations are as follows:bOiðkAPLÞ ¼ a� OiðkAPL � 1Þ þ ð1� aÞ

� bOiðkAPL � 1Þ; kAPL P 3;bOiðkAPLÞ ¼ OiðkAPL � 1Þ; kAPL ¼ 2; ð3ÞbN iðkAPLÞ ¼ a� N iðkAPL � 1Þ þ ð1� aÞ
� bN iðkAPL � 1Þ; kAPL P 3;bN iðkAPLÞ ¼ N iðkAPL � 1Þ; kAPL ¼ 2: ð4Þ
3.2.2. eDragon admission control (EAC)

The EAC extends the session-oriented adaptive
mechanism described in [3] which performs admis-
sion control based on SSL connection differentia-
tion. This mechanism prevents applications
overload by limiting the acceptation of new SSL
connections to the maximum number acceptable
by the application without overloading. In addition,
it accepts all the client connections that resume an
existing SSL session, in order to increase the proba-
bility for a client to complete a session, and in this
way maximizing the number of sessions successfully
completed.

The EAC extends the original mechanism by per-
forming admission control when the number of pro-
cessors assigned to the server varies along time. In
addition, the EAC improves the mechanism func-
tioning by using EWMA to make the predictions.

The EAC uses the measurements of incoming
SSL connections performed by the ELM to calcu-
late, at the beginning of every sampling interval
kAPL, the maximum number of new SSL connections
that can be accepted by application i during that
interval without overloading. We define this value
as ANiðkAPLÞ. This value depends on the number
of processors allocated by the ECM to the applica-
tion during the interval kAPL (previously defined as
AiðkAPLÞ), which can be requested from the ECM
using the cpus_assigned function from the com-
munication path between the applications and the
ECM.

In addition, as resumed SSL connections have
preference with respect to new SSL connections
(all resumed SSL connections are accepted),
ANiðkAPLÞ depends also on the computation time
required by the resumed SSL connections that will
be accepted during the interval kAPL. This value
can be calculated as bOiðkAPLÞ � CTOi, using the
value of bOiðkAPLÞ predicted by the ELM through
EWMA (as shown in Fig. 3). According to this,
the complete equation for calculating ANiðkAPLÞ is
as follows:

ANiðkAPLÞ ¼
kAPL � AiðkAPLÞ � bOiðkAPLÞ �CTOi

CTNi

$ %
:

ð5Þ

The EAC will only accept the maximum number of
new SSL connections that do not overload the ser-
ver ðANiðkAPLÞÞ (they can be served with the avail-
able computational capacity without degrading
their QoS). The rest of the new SSL connections
arriving at the server will be refused. Notice that,
although connection classification and rejection is
done at the application level, these tasks are per-
formed prior to any handling of the incoming con-
nection, even prior to the negotiation of the SSL
handshake. For this reason, the related rejection
overhead is not noticeable.

4. Experimental environment

We use Tomcat v5.0.19 [7] as the application ser-
ver. Tomcat is an open-source servlet container
developed under the Apache license. Its primary
goal is to serve as a reference implementation of
the Sun Servlet and JSP specifications. Tomcat
can work as a standalone server (serving both static
and dynamic web content) or as a helper for a web
server (serving only dynamic web content). In this
paper we use Tomcat as a standalone server. We
have configured Tomcat setting the maximum num-
ber of HttpProcessors to 100 and the connection
persistence timeout to 10 s.

The experimental environment also includes a
deployment of the servlets version 1.4.2 of the
RUBiS (Rice University Bidding System) [11]
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benchmark on Tomcat. RUBiS implements the core
functionality of an auction site: selling, browsing
and bidding. We decided to use RUBiS since it
models a prototypical e-commerce application.
However, since our overload control proposal is ori-
ented to secure environments, in order to demon-
strate its effectiveness, we need to modify the
original implementation of RUBiS to use secure
connections. We firmly believe that, thought we
are not using a benchmark in its strict meaning,
the results demonstrating that our approach is able
to deal with overload are still valid. RUBiS defines
26 interactions. Five of the 26 interactions are
implemented using static HTML pages. The
remaining 21 interactions require data to be gener-
ated dynamically.

The client workload for the experiments was gen-
erated using a workload generator and web perfor-
mance measurement tool called Httperf [12]. This
tool allows the creation of a continuous flow of
HTTP or HTTPS requests issued from one or more
client machines and processed by one server
machine. The workload distribution generated by
Httperf was extracted from the RUBiS client emula-
tor. RUBiS client emulator defines two workload
mixes: a browsing mix made up of only read-only
interactions and a bidding mix that includes 15%
read–write interactions. The experiments in this
paper use the bidding mix, which is more represen-
tative of an auction site workload.

Although the RUBiS client emulator follows a
closed system model, the combination of Httperf
with a RUBiS workload allows the use of a
partly-open model (as defined in [13]), which is a
more realistic alternative to represent web applica-
tions behavior. In this model, new clients initiate a
session with the server (implemented as a persistent
HTTPS connection) according to a certain arrival
rate. This rate can be specified as one of the param-
eters of Httperf. Emulated clients use the estab-
lished persistent connection to issue RUBiS
interactions to the server.

Every time a client receives the server response to
an interaction, there is a probability p that the client
simply leaves the system, and there is a probability
1-p that the client remains in the system and makes
another interaction, possibly after some think time.
The think time emulates the”thinking” period of a
real client who takes a period of time before clicking
on the next link. The think time is generated from a
negative exponential distribution with a mean of 7 s.
The next interaction in the session is decided using a
Markov model. This model uses a transition proba-
bility matrix with probabilities attached to transi-
tions from each RUBiS interaction to the others.
In particular, this matrix defines for each interaction
the probability of ending the session (i.e. p), which is
0.2 for 10 of the 26 interactions and 0 for the rest.
This value determines the duration of a RUBiS ses-
sion, which is 50 interactions per session on average
(with a maximum of 100 interactions per session). In
addition, each interaction includes a request to the
server of all the images embedded in the HTML
page returned as a response to the interaction (1,4
images per interaction on average). Considering
this, we measure the server throughput as the num-
ber of HTTP replies per second returned by the ser-
ver to the client’s interactions (including the images
requested).

Httperf also allows the configuring of a client’s
timeout. If this timeout is elapsed and no reply
has been received from the server, the current persis-
tent connection with the server is discarded. This
emulates the fact that the real client can get bored
of waiting for a response from the server and leave
the site. For the experiments in this paper, Httperf
has been configured by setting the client timeout
value to 10 s.

The hosting platform is a 4-way Intel XEON
1.4 GHz with 2 GB RAM. We use MySQL
v4.0.18 [14] as our database server with the
MM.MySQL v3.0.8 JDBC driver. The MySQL ser-
ver runs on another machine, which is a 2-way Intel
XEON 2.4 GHz with 2 GB RAM. We also have a 2-
way Intel XEON 3.0 GHz with 2 GB RAM
machine running the workload generator (Httperf
0.8.5). All the machines are connected through a
1 Gbps Ethernet interface and run the 2.6 Linux
kernel. For our experiments, we use the Sun JVM
1.4.2 for Linux, using the server JVM instead of
the client JVM, using the concurrent low pause col-
lector and setting the initial and the maximum Java
heap size to 1024 MB. All the tests are performed
with the common RSA-3DES-SHA cipher suit,
using 1024 bit RSA key.

5. Evaluation

In this section we present the evaluation of the
results of our proposal divided into two parts. First,
we evaluate the effectiveness of the self-managed
Tomcat when using the eDragon Admission Con-
trol (EAC) to prevent application overload and
the accuracy of the self-managed Tomcat when
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using the eDragon Load Monitor (ELM) to esti-
mate its processor requirements by comparing the
performance of a single instance of the self-managed
Tomcat server with respect to the original Tomcat.
Second, we evaluate our overload control strategy
which combines dynamic resource provisioning
and admission control by running several experi-
ments with two self-managed Tomcat instances in
a multiprocessor hosting platform with the ECM.

5.1. Original Tomcat vs. self-managed Tomcat

In this section, we compare the performance of a
single instance of the self-managed Tomcat server
with respect to the original Tomcat by running a
set of experiments with different client workloads
in the environment previously described. In every
experiment, the server receives client requests for
10 minutes and after that we measure some average
metrics. Fig. 4 shows Tomcat’s average throughput
as a function of the number of new sessions per sec-
ond initiated with the server comparing the original
Tomcat server with respect to the self-managed
Tomcat server. Notice that the server throughput
increases linearly with respect to the input load
(the server scales) until a determined number of cli-
ents hit the server. At this point, the throughput
achieves its maximum value. Until this point, the
self-managed Tomcat behaves in the same way as
the original Tomcat. When the number of sessions
Fig. 4. Throughput of the original To
that overloads the server has been achieved, the ori-
ginal Tomcat’s throughput begins to degrade while
the number of sessions increases until it reaches
approximately 35% of the maximum achievable
throughput when the server is fully overloaded.
The self-managed Tomcat avoids this degradation
by applying the admission control mechanism,
maintaining the throughput at the maximum
achievable level, as shown in Fig. 4.

As well as degrading the server throughput, over-
load also affects the server response time, as shown
in Fig. 5. This figure shows Tomcat’s 95th-percentile
response time (a metric typically used in the defini-
tion of SLA contracts) as a function of the number
of new sessions per second initiated with the server
comparing the original Tomcat server with respect
to the self-managed Tomcat server. Notice that
when the original Tomcat is overloaded the
response time increases while the workload
increases. On the other hand, the self-managed
Tomcat can maintain the response time at levels
that guarantee a good quality of service to the cli-
ents, even when the number of sessions that would
overload the server has been achieved, as shown in
Fig. 5.

Overload has another undesirable effect, espe-
cially in e-commerce environments where session
completion is a key factor. As shown in Fig. 6,
which shows the number of sessions successfully
completed comparing the original Tomcat server
mcat vs. self-managed Tomcat.



Fig. 5. 95th-percentile response time of the original Tomcat vs. self-managed Tomcat.

Fig. 6. Number of sessions successfully completed of the original Tomcat vs. self-managed Tomcat.
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with respect to the self-managed Tomcat server,
when the original Tomcat is overloaded only a few
sessions can completely finalize. Consider the great
revenue loss that this fact can provoke for example
in an online store, where only a few clients can final-
ize the acquisition of a product. On the other hand,
the self-managed Tomcat can maintain the number
of sessions that can completely finalize, even when
the number of clients that would overload the server
has been achieved.

Previous results demonstrate that the self-man-
aged Tomcat is able to attend to more clients while
maintaining good QoS. As commented, this occurs
as a result of refusing new SSL sessions that cannot
be attended. Refusing these sessions can also have
an effect on the QoS that clients perceive. In order
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to quantify this effect we have measured the number
of sessions refused by the server and the number of
sessions that time out waiting for a server response
as a function of the number of new sessions per sec-
ond initiated with the server. Fig. 7 shows the results
obtained comparing the original Tomcat server with
respect to the self-managed Tomcat server, demon-
strating that the self-managed Tomcat does not
deteriorate the perceived QoS with respect to the
original behavior, since the total number of sessions
unattended by the server is lower. Notice that when
the server is overloaded, surplus sessions tend to
time out while waiting for the response of the origi-
nal Tomcat, while the self-managed Tomcat directly
refuses these sessions.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the average number of pro-
cessors allocated to the server during the execution
as a function of the number of new sessions per sec-
ond initiated with the server comparing the original
Tomcat server with respect to the self-managed
Tomcat server. When running the original Tomcat,
the hosting platform must statically over-provision
the server with the maximum number of processors
(four in this case) in order to achieve the maximum
performance, because it has no information about
its processor requirements. However, this provokes
poor processor utilization when the original Tomcat
requires fewer processors. On the other side, the
ELM implemented within the self-managed Tomcat
is able to accurately calculate its processor require-
Fig. 7. Number of sessions refused and timed out of
ments and communicate them to the hosting plat-
form, which can dynamically allocate the server
only the required processors it needs, as shown in
Fig. 8, avoiding processor under-utilization but
ensuring good performance.

5.2. Multiple Tomcat instances

In this section, we evaluate our overload control
strategy by running three multiprogrammed experi-
ments with two self-managed Tomcat instances in a
multiprocessor hosting platform with the ECM.
Our first multiprogrammed experiment consists of
two Tomcat instances with the same priority run-
ning for 90 minutes in a 4-way hosting platform.
Each Tomcat instance has a variable input load
over time, which is shown in the top part of Fig. 9
representing the number of new sessions per second
initiated with the server as a function of the time.
Input load distribution has been chosen in order
to represent the different processor requirement
combinations when running two Tomcat instances
in a hosting platform. For example, as shown in
Fig. 4, when the total workload in the hosting plat-
form is lower or equal to that of 3 new sessions/s,
the hosting platform is not overloaded, i.e it can sat-
isfy the processor requirements of all the application
instances. In Fig. 9 this occurs in the zones labeled A

(between 0 s and 1200 s) and C (between 2400 s and
3000 s). The rest of the time, the requirements of the
the original Tomcat vs. self-managed Tomcat.



Fig. 8. Average number of allocated processors of the original Tomcat vs. self-managed Tomcat.
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two Tomcat instances exceed the number of proces-
sors of the hosting platform, therefore the hosting
platform is overloaded. The hosting platform can
be only slightly overloaded, provoking a low perfor-
mance degradation if overload is uncontrolled (i.e.
this occurs when the total workload is lower than
8 new clients/s), as for instance in the zones labeled
Fig. 9. Incoming workload (top), achieved throughput (middle) and a
Linux hosting platform with ECM if they have the same priority.
B (between 1800 s and 2400 s) and D (between
3600 s and 4200 s); or completely overloaded, pro-
voking a severe performance degradation if over-
load is uncontrolled, as for instance in the zone
labeled E (between 4200 s and 4800 s).

As well as the input load over time, Fig. 9 also
shows the allocated processors for each Tomcat
llocated processors (bottom) of two Tomcat instances in a 4-way
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instance (bottom part) and the throughput achieved
with these processors (middle part), presenting this
information in a way that eases the correlation of
the different metrics. Notice that, when the hosting
platform is not overloaded, the two Tomcat
instances receive all the processors they have
requested, obtaining the corresponding throughput.

When the hosting platform is overloaded, since
the two instances have the same priority, the ECM
distributes the available processors depending only
on each Tomcat request, which depends on each
Tomcat’s input load. Therefore, the Tomcat instance
with the higher input load (that is, with more proces-
sor requirements) receives more processors and
hence achieves higher throughput. For example, in
the zone labeled B (between 1800 s and 2400 s), 3.5
new sessions per second are initiated with Tomcat

1 while only 0.75 new sessions per second are initi-
ated with Tomcat 2. In this case, input load from
Tomcat 1 is higher than input load from Tomcat 2,
thus Tomcat 1 will receive more processors than
Tomcat 2. In particular, Tomcat 1 receives 3.5 pro-
cessors on average (achieving a throughput of
around 175 replies/s) while Tomcat 2 receives only
0.5 processors on average (achieving a throughput
of around 45 replies/s). Notice that a processor is
being shared between Tomcat 1 and Tomcat 2.

In the same way, in the zone labeled D (between
3600 s and 4200 s), 3.5 new sessions per second ini-
tiate in Tomcat 2 while only 2.25 new sessions per
second initiate in Tomcat 1. In this case, input load
from Tomcat 2 is higher than input load from Tom-

cat 1, thus Tomcat 2 will receive more processors
than Tomcat 1. In particular, Tomcat 2 receives
between 2.5 and 3.5 processors on average (achiev-
ing a throughput of around 155 replies/s) while
Tomcat 1 receives only between 0.5 and 1.5 proces-
sors on average (achieving a throughput of around
60 replies/s).

Finally, when the input load is the same for Tom-

cat 1 and Tomcat 2 (for instance in the zone labeled
E (between 4200 s and 4800 s)), the two instances
receive the same number of processors (two in this
case), obtaining the same throughput (around
115 replies/s).

Notice that, the EAC is ensuring that although
the number of required processors is not supplied,
the server throughput is not degraded and the
response time of admitted requests is not increased,
as demonstrated in Section 5.1. This cannot be guar-
anteed by the Linux default dynamic provisioning
strategy, and for this reason, our proposal achieves
considerably higher throughput when the hosting
platform is fully overloaded, as for instance in the
zone labeled E (compare middle part of Fig. 9 vs.
the bottom part of Fig. 1).

Our second multiprogrammed experiment has
the same configuration as the previous one but, in
this case, Tomcat 1 has higher priority than Tomcat

2 (2 vs. 1). As the two instances have different prior-
ities, the ECM distributes the available processors
depending on each Tomcat request and on its prior-
ity, following the equation presented in Section
3.1.1. Fig. 10 shows the results obtained for this
experiment presenting these results in the same
way as Fig. 9. Notice that now in the zone labeled
B, processors allocated to Tomcat 1 have increased,
oscillating between 3.5 and 4 on average, while pro-
cessors allocated to Tomcat 2 have decreased, oscil-
lating between 0 and 0.5 on average, because as well
as having higher input load, Tomcat 1 has also
higher priority than Tomcat 2.

In the same way, in the zone labeled D, proces-
sors allocated to Tomcat 2 have decreased, oscillat-
ing between 1.5 and 2.5 on average, while processors
allocated to Tomcat 1 have increased, oscillating
between 1.5 and 2.5 on average, because although
Tomcat 2 has a higher input load, Tomcat 1 has
higher priority than Tomcat 2.

Finally, in the zone labeled E, although the input
load is the same for Tomcat 1 and Tomcat 2, Tomcat

1 now receives more processors than Tomcat 2 (3 vs.
1), because Tomcat 1 has a higher priority than
Tomcat 2. With this processor allocation, Tomcat

1 obtains higher throughput than Tomcat 2 (around
160 replies/s vs. 60 replies/s).

Again, the EAC prevents the throughput degra-
dation that occurred with the default Linux
dynamic provisioning strategy, thus the throughput
achieved when the hosting platform is fully over-
loaded (as for instance in zone labeled E) is higher
(compare the middle part of Fig. 10 vs. the bottom
part of Fig. 1).

In our last multiprogrammed experiment, we
have the same configuration as in the previous
one, but with a slightly different behavior of the
ECM in order to benefit the execution of high prior-
ity applications. In this experiment, a processor can
be only shared from low priority applications to
high priority applications, but not the other way
around. Fig. 11 shows the results obtained for this
experiment presenting these results in the same
way as Fig. 9. As shown in this figure, in the zone
labeled B, processors allocated to Tomcat 1 have



Fig. 11. Incoming workload (top), achieved throughput (middle) and allocated processors (bottom) of two Tomcat instances in a 4-way
Linux hosting platform with ECM if Tomcat 1 has higher priority than Tomcat 2 and Tomcat 1 does not share processors with Tomcat 2.

Fig. 10. Incoming workload (top), achieved throughput (middle) and allocated processors (bottom) of two Tomcat instances in a 4-way
Linux hosting platform with ECM if Tomcat 1 has higher priority than Tomcat 2.
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increased to almost 4 on average while processors
allocated to Tomcat 2 are now nearly 0, because
Tomcat 1 has higher priority than Tomcat 2 and
does not share processors with lower priority
applications.
In the same way, in the zone labeled D, proces-
sors allocated to Tomcat 2 have decreased to 1 on
average while processors allocated to Tomcat 1 have
increased to 3 on average, because although Tomcat

2 has a higher input load, Tomcat 1 has a higher
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priority than Tomcat 2 and does not share proces-
sors. With this processor allocation, Tomcat 1 now
obtains higher throughput than in the previous
experiment (around 150 replies/s vs. 90 replies/s)
while Tomcat 2 now achieves lower throughput
(around 60 replies/s vs. 125 replies/s).

Notice that with this modification in the proces-
sor sharing mechanism, high priority applications
can achieve higher throughput, but resource utiliza-
tion in the hosting platform is a little worse.

6. Related work

Literature dealing with overload in web applica-
tions has widely considered the techniques used in
this paper; that is admission control, service differ-
entiation and dynamic resource management.

Admission control and service differentiation
have been typically combined to prevent server over-
load. However, some of these works [15,16] are based
on web systems serving only static content, and for
this reason, these solutions are not directly applica-
ble on multi-tiered sites based on dynamic web con-
tent. Because of this, some works (including our
proposal) have focused specifically on these kinds
of systems. For example, [17] describes an adaptive
approach to overload control in the context of the
SEDA [18] Web server. SEDA decomposes services
into multiple stages, each one of which can perform
admission control based on monitoring the response
time through the stage. In [19], the authors present an
admission control mechanism for e-commerce sites
that externally observes the execution costs of
requests, distinguishing different request types.

Some of these works implement admission con-
trol by means of control theory. For instance, Yak-
sha [20] implements a self-tuning proportional
integral controller for admission control in multi-
tier e-commerce applications using a single queue
model. Quorum [21] is a non-invasive software
approach to QoS provisioning for large-scale Inter-
net services that ensures reliable QoS guarantees
using traffic shaping and admission control at the
entrance of the site, and monitoring service at the
exit. In [22], the authors propose a scheme for
autonomous performance control of Web applica-
tions. They use a queuing model predictor and an
online adaptive feedback loop that enforces admis-
sion control of the incoming requests to ensure the
desired response time target is met.

However, on most of the described works, over-
load control is performed on a per request basis,
which may not be adequate for many session-based
applications, such as e-commerce applications. This
has motivated some proposals [23,24] to prevent
overload by considering the particularities of ses-
sion-based applications. However, none of them
consider complex e-commerce environments and a
combinations of techniques as our approach does.

As commented, recent studies [4–6] have reported
the considerable benefits of dynamically adjusting
resource allocations to handle variable workloads
instead of statically over-provisioning resources in
a hosting platform. This premise has motivated
the proposal of several techniques to dynamically
provision resources to applications in on-demand
hosting platforms.

These proposals can be based on either a dedi-
cated or a shared model [4]. In the dedicated model,
some cluster nodes are dedicated to each application
and the provisioning technique must determine how
many nodes to allocate to the application. In the
shared model, which we consider in this paper, node
resources can be shared among multiple applica-
tions and the provisioning technique needs to deter-
mine how to partition resources on each node
among competing applications.

Hosting platforms based on a dedicated model
use to be expensive in terms of space, power, cool-
ing, and cost. For this reason, shared model consti-
tutes an attractive low-cost choice for hosting
environments when dedicated model cannot be
afforded. For instance, distributed resource manage-
ment technology of IBM’s WebSphere Extended
Deployment [25] is based on hosting platforms that
support multiple web applications, with each web
application deployed and replicated on different
but overlapping subsets of machines.

Shared model can be implemented as a cluster of
servers where several applications can run in the
same server, or using a multiprocessor machine for
hosting all the applications. Clusters of servers are
widely extended and are easily scalable but resource
provisioning in these systems is more complex and
has some efficiency problems. First, software instal-
lation and configuration overheads entail some
latencies when switching a server from one applica-
tion to another [26]. The second problem arises in
session-based environments when the session state
must be transferred between servers. These prob-
lems have motivated some proposals for reducing
these latencies [27]. However, as we are considering
e-commerce applications, which are typically ses-
sion-based, and we want to implement an overload
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control strategy able to react to unexpected work-
load changes in a very short time, we focus on
SMP hosting platforms.

Depending on the hosting platform architecture
considered, the problem of provisioning resources
in cluster architectures has been addressed in
[26,28–30] by allocating entire machines (dedicated
model) and in [31–33,25] by sharing node resources
among multiple applications (shared model).

Depending on the mechanism used to decide the
resource allocations, dynamic resource management
proposals can be classified as: control theoretic
approaches with a feedback element [34–36], open-
loop approaches based on queuing models to
achieve resource guarantees [31,37,38,30] and obser-
vation-based approaches that use runtime measure-
ments to compute the relationship between
resources and QoS goal [33].

However, control theory solutions require train-
ing the system at different operating points to deter-
mine the control parameters for a given workload.
Queuing models are useful for steady state analysis
but do not handle transients accurately. Observa-
tion-based approaches (such as our proposal) are
most suited for handling varying workloads and
non-linear behaviors. In addition, our proposal is
fully adaptive to the available resources and to the
incoming load in the server instead of using prede-
fined thresholds (e.g. [28]).

Nevertheless, most of the described works fail at
achieving a global solution for preventing overload.
Only the works presented in [39,25] demonstrate
that the most effective way to handle overload must
consider a combination of techniques instead of
considering each technique in isolation. In this
aspect, these works are similar to our proposal.

In addition, other novelties of our proposal with
respect to previous work include the inclusion of e-
business indicators to the resource allocation pro-
cess (suggested only in a few works such as [32])
or the consideration of the particularities of secure
web applications when dealing with overload.

Other approaches for dealing with overload
include request scheduling and service degradation.
Request scheduling refers to the order in which con-
current requests should be served. Typically, servers
have left this ordination to the operating system.
But, as it is well known from queuing theory that
shortest remaining processing time first (SRPT)
scheduling minimizes queuing time (and therefore
the average response time), some proposals [40,41]
implement policies based on this algorithm to prior-
itize the service of short static content requests in
front of long requests. This prioritized scheduling
in web servers has proven effective in providing sig-
nificantly better response time to high priority
requests at a relatively low cost to lower priority
requests. However, although scheduling can
improve response times, under extreme overloads
other mechanisms become indispensable. Anyway,
better scheduling can always be complementary to
any other mechanism.

Service degradation is based on avoiding refusing
clients as a response to overload but reducing the
service offered to clients [42,43,39,17], for example
in the form on providing smaller content (e.g. lower
resolution images).

7. Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have proposed an overload con-
trol strategy for secure web applications that brings
together admission control based on SSL connec-
tion differentiation and dynamic provisioning of
platform resources in order to adapt to changing
workloads avoiding the QoS degradation.

Our approach is based on a global resource man-
ager responsible for periodically distributing the
available processors among the web applications
following a determined policy. The resource man-
ager can be configured to implement different poli-
cies, and can consider traditional indicators (i.e.
response time) as well as e-business indicators (i.e.
customer’s priority).

In our proposal, the resource manager and the
applications cooperate to manage the resources, in
a manner which is totally transparent to the user,
using bi-directional communication. On one hand,
the applications request the resource manager for
the number of processors needed to handle their
incoming load without QoS degradation. On the
other hand, the resource manager can be requested
at any time by the applications to inform them
about their processor assignments. With this infor-
mation, the applications can apply an admission
control mechanism to limit the number of admitted
requests so they can be served with the allocated
processors without degrading their QoS. The admis-
sion control mechanism is based on SSL connection
differentiation; depending on if the SSL connection
reuses an existing SSL connection on the server or
not. Prioritizing resumed SSL connections maxi-
mizes the number of sessions completed success-
fully, allowing e-commerce sites which are based
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on SSL to increase the number of transactions com-
pleted, thus generating higher profit.

Our evaluation demonstrates the benefit of our
approach for efficiently managing the resources on
hosting platforms and for preventing servers over-
load on secure environments. Our proposal per-
forms considerably better than the default Linux
dynamic resource provisioning strategy especially
when the hosting platform is fully overloaded.
Although our implementation targets the Tomcat
application server, the proposed overload control
strategy can be applied on any other server.

Our future work goes towards the extension of
our proposal in order to support heterogeneous
applications in the hosting platform. With respect
to this, we are currently working with the SPEC-
Web2005 benchmark. We are also considering the
use of virtualization technologies in order to pro-
vide better performance isolation to the applications
running in the hosting platform. In addition, we
plan to improve the resource utilization in the host-
ing platform when using the ECM by considering
fractional allocation of processors.

Overload control and resource management of
web applications on shared hosting platforms are
hot topics in current research in this area. In addi-
tion, security has appeared as an important issue
that can heavily affect the scalability and perfor-
mance of web applications. This work effectively
faces all these issues in a global approach, creating
a solid base for further research toward autonomic
web systems.
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